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NONFORFEITURE
CONCERNS

AND VALUATION
IN THE 1980'S

Moderator: ARDIAN C. GILL. Panelists: JOHN C. ANGLE, RICHARD S. MILLER,
WILLIAM K. NICOL

The panel will discuss the impact in the 1980'8 of the adoption of the
1976 amendments to the standard non-forfeiture and valuation laws, the
probable result if the recommendations of the Society' s Special Committee
on Non-forfeiture are adopted, and the anticipated revision to the Commissioner's Standard Ordinary Mortality Table.
I.

What changes can be expected in non-forfeiture
requirements in f/ue 1980,s?

and valuation

2.

What changes in products, non-forfeiture provisions
dividend options will likely emerge from these?

3.

What will be the effect of these and the change in the CSO
Mortality Table on future gross premium, cash value and
reserve levels?

h.

Will these changes be compatible with all economic forecast
scenarios, or should other changes be proposed?

5.

Will the adoption of the revised non-forfeiture and valuation
standards create a need for increased risk charges and/or
profit or contingency margins in gross premium rates, for
higher company surplus levels?
Should attention to solvency
measures be increased?

6.

Are the allowable valuation interest rates, especially for
Group Annuities and Individual Single Premium Annuities,
sufficiently liberal?
Should substantially higher (or dyD_m_c)
rates be allowed, and what will be their impact?

and

MR. ARDIAN C. GILL: The first and third of the scenarios presented for
the business environment in the 1980's, high inflation and social democracy, imply continued inflation and high interest rates.
The 1976 amendments to the Standard Valuation
called for the following changes.

and Non-forfeiture

Laws

In the area of valuation:
I.

Valuation

interest rates

on life insurance and annuities

were increased to h_
(5_ for single premium products and
7_ for immed/a%e annuities).
2.

Female setback was moved

to six years.

3.

New annuity reserve methods were introduced.
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h.

New deficiency
reserve
methods
were
the minimum
reserve rather then the
policy to determine
deficiency
reserves.

In

the

area

the

We went
premium

to 5_% on annual
products.

2.

Deposit

term

requirements

3.

Annuity

cash

value

h.

Expense
allowances
of price regulation
Committee
which
are
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which used
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the magnitude
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premium

products

The

methods

on single

changed.

were introduced
which may well

ACLI

6_

changed.

made some other
proposals
still under
consideration.

S. MILLER:

and

proposal

and there is some element
be an omen for the future.
in non-forfeiture

to the

NAIC

which

and

has

been

ex-

posed now to the NAIC membership
is basically
in two parts:
One part is
the dynamic
interest
rate and the other
part is deemed
or conjecturized
as
the technical
amendments
to incorporate
the remainder
of the suggestions
of the Unruh
Comm_ittee.
Principal
among them are the changes
in the treatment of the excess
first year expense
allowance.
The primary
item here is
the decrease
in the per 1000 allowance
and a tremendous
increase
in the
percentage
of the premium
allowance.
In the future,
even more significant,
is the use of a level premium
regamdless
of the actual
premium
pattern
in
the contract
for purposes
of determining
the premium
to which you apply
the expense
allowance
percentage.
For example,
an ART-tO0
policy
would
have exactly
the same excess
first
year expense
allowance
as a traditional
whole life policy
issued
at the same age.
Any two policies
with identical
benefits
and premiums
coterminous
will have the same expense
allowance.
Am_other item which will
the suggestion
to allow
proved
without
the need
item which
would
lead to
amount
during
the first
the per 1000 allowance.

establish
a little
bit more flexibility
for us is
a change in non-forfeiture
values
only to be apto seek reapproval
of the policy
form.
Another
simplification
is the use of the average
face
ten years
as the death
benefit
for purposes
of

The last item, which
is purely
actuarial
in nature,
and which is of gre_t
interest
here,
is the deletion
of the circularity
of using the non-forfeiture
premium
as the basis
for the non-forfeiture
premium.
We will now
be using
premium.
Those

are

of them.
includes

just

the

the net

technical

level

premium

amendments

They are all contained
the dynamic
proposal
as

as

the basis

in substance.
in the
well.

ACLI

for the

There

release

non-forfeiture

are

of M_rch

some

30 odd

21 which
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MR. WILLIAM K. NICOL:
The new sex-distinct tables are based on intercompartymortality exTperience between 1970 and 1975 policy -_-mmiversaries. The
first five policy years of experience were excluded from the data, except
for the young ages, in order to introduce an element of conservatism by
elimir_ting the favorable select experience.
_lso, wide variation in individual company mortality experience is present in the early policy years
due to differences in underwriting rules, nonmedical limits, etc. Both
nonmedical and medical experience were included for all policy years,
even though the !958 CSO Table excluSed nonmedical experience during years
6 through 15, because the percentage, of normedical business has grown
substantially
over the past twenty years.
The experience mortality rates were graduated using Jenkins' fifth difference modified osc?_/ato_j interpolation formula. Minor adjustmonts in
experience rates were made so that
I.

the rates at the ver_, young ages would be more consistent
with those of other mortality tsbles;

2.

the rates at the very old ages would grade smoothly into
a rate of 1.000 at age !00 for the Basic Tables and age
99 for the Valuation Tables; and

3.

an overall ratio of actus1 claims to expected claims
based on the graduated Basic Tables wo_d be 1.000

There is a significan_ dip in mortality rates in the 20's in the Male
Basic Table.
It was felt that since the dip was so much more prono_mced
th_n it was twenty years ago, to remove it would effectively disregard the
experience at important insuring ages. This dip manifests itself in the
male leaded table (Table K(M)) as well.
_tlthcugh there was a very slight
dip in the 20's in the crude female experience, this dip was removed bythe
graduation
process.
The margin formula used to load the Basic Tables consists of a quadratic
_mction
of age divided by the eurtato expectation of life talc?dated
from the Basic Tables.
The use of a margin _mction
involving the reciprocal of the curtate expectation of life (which was the type of for_ala
used for the 1941 CS0 Table) enhanced the attainment of mcnotonic nondecreasing margins.
The prime constraint on the margins was that reserves
on the loaded table for a model office of insurance would not be materially
different from those reserves developed using the underlying 1970-1975 fifteen year select and _Itimate mortality experience.
The resulting model
office reserves based on the proposed male _nd female valuation Tables K
(M) and K (F) ore sbout _4 lower than those based on the 1958 CS0 Table.
The adoption of the 1980 CS0 (its proposed title) will re_ce cash values
and reserve values by about 75in the aggregate from values on the 1958 CSO
Table based on model office studies.
The 1980 CSO (female) values will be
about I_ less than the corresponding 1958 C80 (3-year setback) values, and
the 1980 C80 (male) values will be about 6% less than the corresponding
1958 CSO values.
%'_ole-life valuation net premi,lms on the 1980 CSO (female) table are about
8_% of the corresponding 1958 CSO (3-year setback) net premiums while male
net premiums are about 9_%of
the corresponding 1958 CS0 nets.
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The only explicit effect on gross premiums will result from lower nonforfeiture values on the new tables with a more pronounced effect on female
lives than on male.
Actions of NAIC Life, Accident, end Health Technical Subcommittee
Tampa, Florida, on March 28, 1980:

at

I)

Exposure drafts of new standard valuation and nonforfeiture
laws to be presented to NAIC at June, 1980 meeting with
adoption desired at December, 1980 meeting.

2)

Adoption of 1980 CS0 Tables (Tables K(M) and K(F)).

3)

New laws to provide for use of any more recent mortality
adopted by the NAIC that }ms been approved by regulation
promulgated by the commissioner for use in determining
the minimum standard of valuation or minimum nonforfeiture
standard.

4)

Essentially,
incorporated

5)

Proposal for use of dynamic interest rates as valuation
and nonforfeiture minimum standards will be in a separate
exposure draft.

6)

Though not specifically addressed through proposed legislation, the technical subcommittee hes a charge to develop
d_c
policy loan interest rates.

all reco_mendations of the Unruh committee
into proposed new nonforfeiture law.

MR. JOHN C. ANGLE: Topic 5 asks the question:
"Will the adoption of the
revised nonforfeiture and valuation standards create a need for increased
risk charges and/or profit or contingency margins in gross premium rates,
for higher company surplus levels?
Should attention to solvency measures
be increased?"
A mutual life insurance company should answer the questions asked by Topic
5 by saying "yes". But you came not for the answers but to hear the fabric
of reasoning that leads some of us to these conclusions.
The conclusion
that most mutual insurers will need to hold greater contingency reserves
and surplus in the years ahead, and to raise premium margins, rests upon a
finding that indlvidual life insurance policy reserves h_ve grown weaker
while risks have increased in our inflationary era. My conclusion rests
on three points about our present era:
I.

Most companies will hold the weakest possible statutory
policy reserves for newly-lssued individual life insurance.
The "ultraconservatism" which once characterized statutory
life policy reserves is draining away.

2.

The risks have increased.
I will mention the rapid reduction in gross premiums for participating life inshrance, a
decline in the quality of many balance sheets and the contingent liabilities that may be presented by State Guarsntee
Associations.
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The interest rate risk has been in_reased as the industry
has raised long-term interest rate guarantees in indivldu_l llfe insurance policies.
Compa_re present guarantees
to the long-term interest rates seen in the United States
during the 120 years from 1850 to 1969. The interest rate
in these years ranged from a low of 2.61% from 1940 to 1949
to a high of 5.10% seen from 1860 to 1869. The interest
rate, significantly, was 3.64% or 3ess in 60 of those 120
years.
(1) How certain can we be that 4_°_ is a prudent
long-term
assumption?

Let me now expand on these three points.
The first suggests that individual life statutory reserves will be set, almost universs lly, at the minimum
level permitted by law.
This will soon mean CRVM at 4_% interest and
Table K mortality.
Individual whole life valuation interest rates of 6%
or higher may well follow if the ACLI-proposed dynamic interest rates are
accepted for individual life insurance.
This new preference for minimum reserves exists because we actually tax
conservatism in the United States.
As Peter Plllmley (2), and the late
John Fraser (3), have taught us there are several imperfections in the
Life Insurance Company Income Tax Act of 1959. Two of them impose opportunity costs on companies holding low interest assumption net level reserves.
The 10-for-I, or Menge, rule operates at today's investment
returns to tax 2_% reserves much more than h_ reserves.
No one, it turns
out, can afford a "conservative" interest assumption for either new or old
business.
Section 818(c) of the Income Tax Act also offers many companies
financial incentive for holding CRVM rather than net level reserves.
There are other opportunity costs paid by
imposed by the Internal Reven_e Service.
one's premi1_ms are judged too high by the
A company seriously behind the market _
fire its actuary.

the conservative beyond those
These include loss of sales when
market oz by Consumer Reports.
also lose agents and in extremis

Such concern for the job security of actuaries may explain Interpretation
7-B of the American Academy of Actuaries. (4) This guide tells Academy
members recommendln_ a statutory reserve standard not to recommend one so
conservative
"that a company could withstand any conceivable
circumstance."
Reserves at such a level of conservatism, says the Academy, "would imply
an excessive level of pricing."
I do not know if the Academy considers interest rates of 3.64% or less a
"conceivable circumstance."
The Academy's interpretation, however, is one
sign of the extent to which the post-war price inflation has shifted the
consensus of our profession on this matter of conservatism.
In 1932
Henry H. Jackson spoke for most members of the Actuarial Society of America
when he wrote that a mutual life insurer's basis of valuation _hculd be
one "universally recognized as conservative." (5) He meant, of course, net
level premium, 30%and the American Experience Table. But since those days
"conservatism" has come under attack from all sides. A t_pical view was
that of Accounting Professor Robert Raymond who wrote in 196h that "ultraconservatism is built into" life insurance company balance sheets. (6)
_.fnilethe myth

of the "ultraconservatlsm"

of statutory

reserves

survives,
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a significe_t degree of implicit margin has been drained away by the modernization of interest and mo._tality assumptions and by the new preference of
mutual companies for minim,an statutory reserves,
lambert Trowbridge and
him committee are quite right to ask The Society to investigate the explicit
m_%rgins needed for the risks faced by _n insurance compsny and to suggest
that those margins appear in balance sheets as deslgnsted contingency re-

sc_e=. (7)
This leads us to the second point, which is that the pricing, diversification emd sontingent risks h_ve increased.
Take the pricing risk. Mu_unls,
for most of the past 130 years, ha_e favored gross premiums high enough to
minimize the risk that _ny blocW of business would not be self-supporting.
Joseph B. MacLean, addressed this matte_ in a !9_ edition of his book,
Life Insurance.
He wrote that participating premi_uns should be based upon
"conservative, perhap_ _Itraoonse_rative" assumptions as to mortality and
interest. For uonpa_ticipating premit_s, MacI,esn added that it was sufficient for premiums to be on s "safe" basis. (8)
Tode_ one can fiod participating premit_ rates, for some size band_, that
are at or below those chzrg_ for nonpsrticipating policies. The traditiona_ hig_ premi_m, hi_n dividend policy is ra_idly losing favor with the
m_rket _.nd its conm_mer advisers.
Here, again, I fin8 the co_p_.ny tax _aw to hsve 8 bias a_.inst conser'cstlsm.
This is becsnse only the first 825o,000 of policy o_¢ners' dividends
can be deducted from the taxab]e investment income of _.phase I comp_ny.
The law t_s creates an incentive for companie_ to issue low premium, low
dividend individuel life inmJrance policies.
Beyond the reduction of margins in premiltms and rese_zes, one can see other
items affecti_
the risk-bearing capacity of life insurers.
Here are fou_
worth mentioning:
I.

The conventional aunual _tatement d_es not consolidate
the financial statements of subsidiaries with those of
the parent company.
Only profits and losses flew upward
to be reflected in the value of the parent company's
investment in _ubsidiaries.
Premium writings, reserve
obligations
and other financial measures of risk, however,
are not consolidated nor monitored byNAIC
solidity tests.

2.

Reserves are not a good measure of the risks in writing
such coverages as long-term disability insurance.

3.

The ratio of surplus to liabilities of most mutual llfe
insurance companies peaked in the late 1960's snd would
have declined steadily since then had not most companies
adopted the CRVM reserve standard in recent years.

h-

Since World War II, most states have or_-anized State
Guarantee Associations.
Any weakening of the general
solvency levels will burden stronger llfe insurance
companies with contingent liabilities of an lmknown
dimension.
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My third point, and the most important one, is to stress the interest
rate risk inherent in !ong-termguarantees
of 4_%or higher.
Prime quality
corporate bonds yielded 3.64%or
less during 60 of the ]20 years stretching from 1850 to 1969. (I) Since 1970, however, the yield on such bonds
has averaged more than 8% as investors have demanded a greater inflation
premium in the interest rate as a condition for purchaslngbonds.
Have we
entered a new era of ever higher interest rates?
Is inflation so built
into our political system that there is no retreat?
Obviously no one
knows the answer to these questions.
Accordingly, I do not intend to subject you to a long recital of the options of economists on both sides of
these questions.
Let me simply conclude that the outlook for interest
rates over the next 30 years is highly uncertain.
It thus seems prudent
to act on the possibility that interest rates may again slide into a longterm decline.
In such a decline, we might a_in face interest rates of 4%
or less for periods of 20 years or more, as we have twice before d_urlng
the past 120 years.
Obviously, we need research on the possible dimensions of the interest
rate risk as described in Attachment 3 to the Preliminary Report of the
Committee on Valuation and RelatedProblems.
(7) The Committee will hopef_lly pursue its research and in time offer quantification
of the seemingly substantial
contingency reserves required.
In the meantime, I see four choices that actuaries can offer companies
that wish to sell ordins_y llfe insurance based on the assumption of
historically high interest rates. The first choice is to put a price on
the interest rate risk involved and to accumulate the risk premiums in a
contingency reserve.
The Company, in so doing, m_yrun
into the legal
ceiling on surplus in Section 207 of the New York Insurance Law.
A second cholcs for mutual companies is to return to the tradition of a
high premium - high dividend pricing philosophy tied to more modest interest guarantees.
I do not have much hope for this alternative given the
tax costs and the realities of the marketplace.
A third choice for life companies is to abandon the long tradition of
guaranteed premiums; instead, they should introduce nonguaranteed
flexible
premiums that would vary inversely in some proportion to the return on
long-term government bonds.
This approach is already used by stock life
companies and deserves consideration by mutual companies.
This means,
of course, abandonment of pricing based upon a company's own experience.
However, the IRS stands in the way of premiums which vary by company experience because of its position that reductions below the maximum dictated
by company experience would constitute dividends.
The fourth choice is to adopt split or graded interest assumptions.
This
choice avoids the interest rate risk but raises cash values, and hence
premiums.
It also may not deliver the federal tax benefits we would assume
since some IRS officials, at least those who hold forth in New York City,
hold that an average interest rate must apply throughout the llfe of a
block of policies for tax purposes.
My colleague, Ashby Bladen, (9) tells me that economists employ the term
"institutional
rigidity" to describe the conditions besetting individual
life insurance today.
'Me are", says Ashby, "a thoroughly 19th century
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institution stz_mtured in ]aw and through custom to assume the range of
intercst rates seen in that century."
Tinkering with these rigidities by alterlr_ only the valuation interest
rate will not _llow us to survive in an era of short-term rates of 20%,
of ,,m.rgin_.l
tax rates of 100%, of policy loan borrowings in excess of cash
flow, or of an unprecedented long-term interest rate risk.
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MR. MIT.TRRz A recurrent theme of this meeting has been the flexibility of
response to changing conditions.
One of the most hopeful items that I see
in the current environment which will allow us to flexibly respond to these
cban_ing conditions, is the proposal now before the NAIC Technical Subcommittee to use dynamic interest rates within the valuation system.
The need for such _ic
rates was brought home when we had the 1972
amendments increasing interest rates. Before they were even passed, we
had a series of 1976 amendments again increasing interest rates in valuation
and hopefully those amendments mlght be completed in a year or two.
In the current situation, many new products are being inhibited by the use
of current interest rates. We also have laws on the books in many important
insurance states which will automatically revert to some of the lower interest rates by the year 1990.
As a result, the ACLI formed a co_®aittee under Yuan Chang to construct a
proposal to avoid some of the adverse impact that we are seeing from the
use of unrealistic interest rates in the valuation process.
Some areas where there has been adverse impacts arei.
ii.

iil.

iv.

v.

vl.

FBGC Buyout Market.
Federal Income Tax - the effect of unrealistically
on the Men_e Adjustment.
Unrealistic non-forfeiture values - which
called for by today's asset shares.

low rates

are much higher than

Pricing effects - deficiency reserves. These effects are particularly felt in stock companies, but also in mutual companies in the structure of dividend emergence.
There is the adverse federal tax effect of the dividend
llmitatlon.
There is psychological damage in having policies at so many
varying interest rates.

The ACLI co-,,_ttee operated under certain restrictive

ground rules_

I.

The committee

did not wish to affect asset valuation.

2.

It did not wish to affect the reserve basis on in-force
business.
In other words, there would be no retroactive
application of reserve standards to in-force business.
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For political reasons, we did not address ourselves to the
question of the policy loan rate and reinstatement rate.

The most dramatic effect of the proposal is that under today's environment,
the valuation rate for certain contracts for use in the 1980 Annual Statement will be 12-3/2%.
For individual llfe insurance we would still, however, have a maximum valuation interest rate of 5_, although a 7% non-forfeiture interest rate might
be permitted in 1983 because of the lag built into the proposal to accommodate the mechan!ca/ process of changing ratebooks, etc.
There are some criticisms

of the Committee proposals.

One major criticism was the use of the Seasoned Utility Index as the basic
index to which all the variable interest rates were tied. The use of this
index was decided upon three months before the Three Mile Island incident,
which raises the basic question of whether we are putting all our eggs in
one basket by our use of such an external index.
An alternate to that
particular index is being investigated; however, an external index is almost
mandatory for several very important mechanical reasons. The de facto
value,rich interest rate situation, that we currently have for many group
annuity products as a result of the New York and California regulations,
is that we are using an internal index generated from the investment returns on new investments of selected llfe insurance companies, and this
has had the very troublesome effect of having a lag factor of one year' s
investment returns determining the reserve basis for a different year's
issues.
There is a problem of different treatment of deferred
ual life insurance.

annuity and individ-

The most serious and crucial complaint is that the resulting rates are Just
too high. The desire to have split interest rates has often been expressed.
Had we gone to split interest rates in the proposal, we could have satisfied
the conservative bent but the effect on non-forfeiture values might have
been to increase them, and this would have been too high a price, going in
that direction.
Another valid criticism is that there are instances when there are products
which can be sold under the proposal without any surplus strain.
In this
instance, there is no automatlc break for a company on its pricing. The
current situation on GIC contracts is a case in point.
There are some alternative approaches
i.

il.

iii.

to the _Ic

interest rate proposal.

One obvious alternative is to return year after year and ask
for increases in interest rates. There is a proposal to be
presented before the NAIC asking for a _% increase in each
interest rate.
Then, there is the question of whether old business
be strengthened when the outlook is adverse.
There is the question of whether the interest

should

rate on single
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premium llfe insux_nce should be higher than that for
annual premium life insurance.
iv.

v.

Northwestern Mutual' s transfer approach is another answer
to this
question.
Whether
the current
reserve
bases
should
be applied to a 1930 issue is an open question. Apparently,
the state departments ate going to allow it and that certainly is an approach that has an effect on the Federal
Income Tax picture.
If we would extend that concept only
very slightly, with a modest change in current laws in some
states, we might even go to somethlr_ approaching GAAP for
mutual companies which would involve very high interest rates
perhaps 8_ or _, and net premimns and benefits calculated on
the basis that illustrated dividends are pure endowments
within the reserve system.
This would produce reserves
approximating the present 3_ or _ reserves while incorporating some non-guax_teed
benefits into the reserving process.
That is not as completely dramatic as it might sound, because
for years we have incorporated into our reserving system nonguaranteed benefits such as innnediate payment of claims and
refund of premiums past the date of death.
Another imaginative actuarial approach which might be taken
to solve some of the problems that the lack of flexibility
in interest rates has caused us is to break the contract into
pieces.
Companies inhibited from selling single premium life
insurance today could instead sell a combination of ART-IO0
and SPIA providing an increasing endowment benefit over the
years. The benefit would exactly be equal to cx for the premium
required for the ART. That policy would not have any cash
values since it is an innnediate annuity. Whatever reserve it
has is at 7_ for the bulk of its value and the only problem
with it would be the absence of the tax-free buildup inside
the contract for the policyholder.
For many policyholders
this is of no consequence anyway.

vi.

Another approach would be a combination of ART-tOO and a side
fund acc_nulation.
We have seen some illuat_tions
in a
replacement market which use this type of approach.

vii.

Perhaps more logical would be to go to the Canadian/United
W4_dom
(UK) approach where the valuation is certified by
the actuary and the valuation is driven by assumptions which
he feels are currently appropriate and adequate.
In that
regard, I would like to mention that the current (U.S.)
certification calls on the actuary to certify that values
within the balance sheet are adequate to meet all obligations.
I wonder whether we should not be locking at the asset side
of the house when we sign our names to those statements.

MR. GILLs Mr. Nicol has told us that we are headed into an era of lower
reserves and lower nets - 80_ of current net for female, 90% for m_le.
A
combination of these lower nets and higher interest rates can lead to a
dramatic decline in the potential cash that llfe insurance companies will
be able to accumulate even if they can keep their distribution systems
wor_1-g properly.
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Mr. Angle is reminding us that the basic issue, now as in the past, remains
the question of solvency, and that is what valuation is all about.

With regard to tax considerations, there is a factor in the 818c(2)
election which can distinctly work in your favor especially if you are taxed
on Gain. The current net level premium at age 35, for example, is $12,
while you can get credit for a $21 premium_ as an allowance under this
election.
If the new interest and mortality bases d_op you down to $12,
the dJ.stribution costs will be covered very soon through that election of
an increased reserve.
Mr. Nicol, have you quantified the change in net premi,lms, say, for a
female age 35, non-smoker, at _4 interest levels?
MR. NICOL:
The question of non-smoker mortality is a question
of real interest to the N_C.
There has been a suggestion that we should
have _ mortality table, if not reflecting non-smoker versus smoker uortality, one reflecting preferred risk versus non-preferred
risk mortality.
It can be stated that the differences between smoker and non-smoker mortality are more material than the differences between female and male mortality. This ha_ been brou_t out in a,recent paper.
If yo_ take e look
at the valuation process, the mortglity differences become pretty insignificant compared to the differences in valuation which results from a change
in interest assumption.
_R. GILL: We have recently done come experimentation with the level of
possible rates using female discounts and non-smoker mortality.
If one
throws in one other element, the 818c(2) election, we have some gross
premi_ rates down in the _8.%O range for female non-smokers at age 3%.
So, this gives you some idea of where we are headed, not only in competition, but in ability to maintain the inflow of money.
Mr. Miller, do you feel that the current political legislative process is
flexible enough or your proposals are flexible enough to permit us to
survive such _larauteed asset pro&lets in an environment that is portrayed
by scenarios A or C?
MR. MILLER:
The laws we have to date permit us to survive if we are truly
convinced that we must market a product which has, for example, no cash
values stated in the contract.
A par contract can be constructed which
looks like an increasing premium contract, or even an ART-IO0 product with
a dividend scale placed on top of it which results in a level premium.
The
payment of those dividends is subject to future action, and the required
non-forfeiture values are minimal.
We can market that product today, and
I think the public is willing to accept it. The capacity to get this type
of product has probably been inhibited by a feeling of manipulation rather
than a proper recognition of what asset shares should be. Mr. Gill has
asked whether the difference in asset shares results from interest rates or
from distribution cost differences.
After 15 years the asset share is
dominated by interest rates. The 20th year cash value in products we are
now selling is, by my own evaluation, two premiums higher than the natural
reserves we are holding on our GAAP basis which are very good approximations
to the proper asset share.
This is an unhealthy situation.
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,MR. GILL: Mr. Angle, you have asserted our reserves should be adequate for
all conceivable circumstances.
I am not sure that any of us conceived the
circumstances of scenarios A and C. Do you believe that our current system
can be modified or at least is flexible enough to permit us to adopt that
maxim of being adequate under all conceivable circumstances or is more
radical surgery required?
MR. ANGLE:
We will eventually end up questioning our long tradition of
guaranteed premiums.
Something has to give if we have fully guaranteed
cash values and low guaranteed premiums, and a historically high interest
rate. There is an unknowable degree of risk which we are now shouldering
whereas in the past we were quite comfortable having a level of premium
and a dividend margin that permitted us to survive under most any circumstances.
It was not that long ago that companies went into the first year
of a depression and survived because they could cut dividends by 50% to
75%. These cuts were made across the board.
It would worry me if the
entire industry were to get itself into such a position that it could no
longer absorb such shocks of that kind.
It simply may mean that we will
have to consider how we survive under a number of new scenarios.
MR. GILL:
Is it the premiums or the values that are at issue? How can
you protect yourself from disintermediation
by non-guaranteed
premiums?
MR. ANGLE:
You cannot, of course. We are also confronting instability.
We have seen an inversion of the rate curve, where short term rates are
suddenly much higher than long term rates, which brought about significant
disintermediation by itself.
It is the oscillation and variation of the
interest rates, as well as the rate of inflation, which has brought about
the economic instability of our time.
MR. GILL: We did a fairly elaborate study a few years ago on inflation
and the casualty industry and our conclusion, relative to profitability,
was that it wasn't so much the rate of inflation to which profitability was
sensitive because one can react to that and build it in, but protection
against the chanse in the rate of inflation.
The same force may operate
here in the life insurance business.
Mr. Angle has implied or stated it is the perception of the consumer or
the policyholder that is important and if he perceives that there is no
future value to the policy, he will go elsewhere, or to a cheaper form of
policy.
On the other side of the coin, I recently read a report of the
Albany Life in the United Kingdom (the United Kingdom is a leading indicator for us in many respects in terms of labor, inflation, and interest
rates) which reported a strong, approximately 34_ increase, in the inflow
of funds. The suggestion was that in times of uncertainty, people save.

MR. F/INEST J. MOORHEAD:
Some months ago, the ACTUARY had an article about
the Society's own computer operation, SOFASIM.
The article brought out two
particular
points:
!.

SOFASIMhas
been heavily designed for the study of nonparticipating
life insurance and not for participating
life insurance.
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Actuaries are not doing enough with the Society's
rather extensive computer operation.

With regard to the split interest rate, I would regard the choice of the
?0th year for the interest rate changeover point as a sensitive matter
because disclomlre procedures also use the 20th year for their studies
and I wonder whether the use of duration "n" might be used instead of
duration "20" in discussing the interest rate changeover time?
MR. ANGLE:

I wo_dd be happy to say "n", or "n where n frequently is 20."

MR. DONALD D. CODY: These remarks come from my background as a member of
the SeA Co_mittee on Valuation and Related Problems but they are personal.
They relate to the relationship of valuation bases to needed surplus, which
reduces the capacity of the company for undertaking further risks, and to
the m_ru_gement of risk among products and lines.
We actuaries have pr4m-rily been concerned with pricing for several decades
rather than with capacity and surplus requirements. We are now squarely
facing a problem of capacity utilization and a surplus squeeze with little
theoretical preparation.
Involved is the related problem o£ risk management,
i.e., how is available surplus to be committed among various products and
lines with different lengths of assets versus lengths of liabilities.
Control of this commitment is, of course, through pricing and marketing
decisions. Priority of emphasis ought now to be solvency (or solidity)
and pricimg x_ther than the reverse as it has been.
On life insurance products, assets are short compared with liabilities and
thus surplus decreases as new money rates fall. The degree of immm_,alzation
also decreases in these conditions.
Surplus required on life insurance for
interest risk should therefore be determined by assuming low new money rates.
However, in times of very high interest rates, as now, liabilities shorten
due to disintermediation, affecting investment earnings.
In a long continuing high variable inflation, llfe insurance might shift to a situation
of assets longer than liabilities, similar to that for deferred amnuities
and guaranteed interest contracts (GIC's), in which guaranteed cash values
and loan rates are not viable.
In the deferred annuity and GIC lines, assets are usually long relative to
liabilities and the risk against which required surplus should be calculated
is rising high new money rates.
Today, companies holding large amounts of
such contracts have a large surplus need to cover capital losses on security sales (or losses in other lines drawn on) to cover withdrawal and maturity values.
The current cash flow squeeze arises from outflows of loans on life insurance and from withdrawals and maturities on deferred annuities and GIC's
together with a slowing of inward cash flow on group annuities and flexible premium individual contracts.
To the extent that existing surplus
contributed by a particular product or llne is utilized, future pricing is
impaired on that line. To the extent that existing surplus contributed by
other lines is utilized, future pricing on other lines is impaired as well.
Historically low or absent profit margins on deferred annuities and GIC's
imply that current losses on these lines must be impairing future pricing
on all lines. This indicates the desirability to build appropriate surplus
in all lines.
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As valuation
standards
become more libex_l
and surplus
intrinsic
to ,re-.
serves is reduce,
it is clear %_uzt explicit surpl_s must be increased.
.Also, .deferred annuities, GIC's, and other aase_ long contracts apl_ear
to need more p_ofit margin, not less, if other lines sme to be protected
against recurring enviro_ents
like the present
one.
A_other pertinent point is that to the extent that different len_hs of
liabilities in various products and linss :can %e 'better m_tched by ,assets
customized by ;imputation of pal_icular types Df assets (as is dens in
Canada), by separate accounts, or in well financed specialty subsldla_ies,
the a_ove problems can be reduced but not eliminated.
The curTent approach by the ACJ_ toward higher valuation interest _ates
together with further dynamic formulation does not a_pear to z_flect
these sopkiisticatione appropriately,
tt _ _' feeli_ _hat _ddltiona_
research is needed before squeezing surplus margins out of valuation reserves without setting clear objectives for more extrinsic surplus by
product and line and understandln_ the effects _of distribution of assets
by duration to maturity.
As %0 'the question asked abont the util_ity of 80FASIM in its stochastic
mode in _lls _type of research, our COmm__ttee has tlzln_edits CUlTeX_ thlnking away from stochastic models, espe01ally the mlmd-bogEling stochastic
model of the new money rates. We are considering deterministic approaChes
using bounding scenarios, such as the least disastrous ones where governmerit bail-out of the indms_
iS likely to be needed.
Companies hold/ng
intrinsic and extrinsic surplus dote_._ed for such scenarios would still
be solvent _while weaker compan/es woul_ require government or industry
aid.
MR. AT_N 'LAUER: It seems _o me, _%hat in _imes of very high interest
rates, the use of the _o
interest rate structu.ze may'mean that we
may be counting excessively on being invested long in today's interest
rates whereas it seems l_kely that as soon as .interest _rates drop appreciably these investments '_i'll
be called onus.
What ate the implications
for valuation assum_ptions?
MR. MIT.L_:
Mr. James Brid_,_,
of the Aetna madea
very extensive _r_lysis of various investment scenarios.
One of these was the scenario of
declining interest rates and progressive refund/ng of long term bonds into
lower yielding ottrrent interest rate vehicles.
The d_m,m_c interest rate
proposal can withstand that scenario with only a little bit of discipline
needed on ithe part of _ent
in retaining surplus in good years as a
cushion a_Li_st the bad years.
If all surplus is dissipated in the good
years, there obviously will not be enough left for the bad, difficult
years.
MR. GILL: Mr. Miller, was any consideration given to changing the structure, or:dld you feel compelled to work within the structure of guaranteed
cash values and a fixed interest rate valuation?
MR. _T,T,'!a2_: We worked within the existing structure.
MR. JESSEM.
SCHWARTZ:
The trend today is towards lower premiums and the
use of higher interest rates in life insurance products. With the trend
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to indexed permanent life insurance policies and adjustable life, is the
day of non-guaranteed premium for these additional amounts of insurance
oomi_ much sooner than has previously been anticipated?
MR. GILLz
I would point out 1_at one can consider participating policies
as non-guaranteed if one considers the premium to be the gross premium
less the dividend.
The threat of inflation on the maintenance cost is not really a serious
one for larger permanent policies because the interest rate can similarly
inflate margins. On term plans, however, especially those renewable to
very high ages, inflation of the maintenance cost can be a very serious
problem.
Some UK companies have gone to the use of a non-guaranteed
policy fee for that reason.
Presumably, there are no non-forfeiture
problems that get in the way of that.

